ACTIVEGovernance
Proactively monitor the quality and
compliance of your content. Enforce
retention policies and address legal
and regulatory requirements with
automated, defensible workflows.

Analyze. Classify. Notify.
Effective information governance is critical, helping your business to achieve and
maintain compliance with evolving privacy, legal and regulatory requirements.
ACTIVE-Governance finds and remediates sensitive data, e-trash, leaked records and
other content issues and continually monitors for any discrepancies. When found,
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software

workflows are started and disposal action is initiated in place. Importantly, because these
activities are policy-driven and fully audited, the whole process is defensible.
ACTIVE-Governance monitors connected repositories, applys policies and notifies
information owners and relevant users for action as part of a repeatable process.
ACTIVE-Governance also prepares content for migration. Cleaning data before migration
results in lower volume-based migration costs and higher quality migrated data.
•

Quick time-tovalue

Stay on top of content risk and growth by managing sensitive data

• Grow governance maturity with contined feedback about content risk
• On-going records and governance policies can significantly reduce the cost of
legal holds, early case assessment and collection

4.5/5* on
Gartner Peer
Insights

Proactive, not reactive.
With consistent policies in place,
content monitoring becomes
deliberate, managed and defensible
rather than ad-hoc.
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GET STARTED TODAY. SEE ACTIVE-GOVERNANCE IN ACTION. REQUEST YOUR DEMO.
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